
Bullet Point Responses to AIA Honolulu Chapter Task Force Report 
(in particular to Summary Table) 

Comparison of "Elevated Rail" to "At-Grade LRT" 

• An "apples and oranges" comparison — the table presents two different comparisons: 

o Between elevated rail and at-grade rail, and, 

o Between rail in a fully-controlled ("exclusive") right-of-way and rail in a partially 
controlled or uncontrolled ("shared") right-of-way. 

• Lines which are described as "LRT" or "light rail" operate in shared right- 
of-way for at least a portion of their route, almost without exception. 

• Lines which are described as "heavy rail" or "Metro" or "light metro" 
operate in exclusive right-of-way, almost without exception. 

• LRT can be at-grade, underground, or elevated, as can be heavy rail or Honolulu's 
proposed light metro. Appendix 1 in the Task Force Report is incorrect as labeled, since 
portions of many of the systems listed are elevated or underground. For instance, only 
1.2 miles of the 6.6-mile Buffalo line is at grade; about half of the 15.7-mile Seattle line 
scheduled to open this year is at-grade, 5.4 miles are elevated and 2.5 miles are 
underground; 4.7 miles of the 8.1-mile Edmonton line is at-grade. 

Overall Construction Cost and Construction Cost per Mile 

• As noted above the relevant cost comparison is between elevated rail and at-grade rail. 
The cost per mile for elevated LRT is not appreciably different than the cost per mile for 
any other elevated rail. 

• Construction cost of at-grade LRT is heavily influenced by whether it can be located 
within an existing street or railroad right-of-way. If it is located in a congested urban 
arterial where street traffic demand necessitates maintaining existing lanes, then 
considerable right-of-way acquisition may be needed as well as reconstruction of the 
existing street. For instance, a 4.9-mile at-grade section in the Rainier Valley of the 
Seattle light rail line scheduled to open this year required the displacement of 169 
businesses and 127 residences. 

Construction Time 

• As noted above, at-grade LRT construction is heavily influenced by the type of right-of-
way in which the construction occurs. The 4.9-mile Rainier Valley segment of the 
Seattle light rail line described above took about 5 years to complete. 

Operating & Maintenance Cost 

• Operating and maintenance costs are not a function of length of line but rather of the 
amount of service provided, as measured by the revenue vehicle miles operated or the 
passenger miles carried. Using data from the 2007 National Transit Database, light rail 
O&M costs average $14.11 per revenue vehicle mile and $0.60 per passenger mile 
while heavy rail (excluding New York City) averages $9.53 per revenue vehicle mile and 
$0.44 per passenger mile. 
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• The Phoenix line used as the basis for the LRT O&M cost shown in the Summary Table 
operates less than half the service as is planned in Honolulu. The Phoenix LRT 
operates every 10 minutes during weekday peak and midday periods, every 15 minutes 
during weekend midday periods, and every 20 minutes at other times. The O&M cost 
estimated for Honolulu is based on service every 3 minutes during weekday peak 
periods, every 6 minutes during weekday and weekend midday periods and every 10 
minutes at other times. 

Environmental Impacts 

• Environmental impacts are very much a function of location. 

o If implementing at-grade LRT requires widening an existing right-of-way, 
displacing businesses and residences along the way, as described above for 
Seattle's Rainier Valley, then these impacts would be high, particularly to those 
displaced. An elevated guideway, for light rail or for light metro, might be 
constructed in the same corridor without significant displacements. 

o The Honolulu High-Capacity Transit Corridor Project Alternatives Analysis 
examined a fixed guideway alignment alternative which included an at-grade 
section in Downtown Honolulu. This alternative had greater environmental 
impacts than the chosen Locally Preferred Alternative, particularly in terms of 
acquisition of residential parcels, effects on cultural practices, and effects on 
burials. 

o As noted in the Task Force Report, at-grade LRT is located further from upper-
floor noise receptors than is the case with an elevated rail line. However with the 
elevated rail line it is possible to provide noise barriers along the edge of the 
guideway structure while this type of noise mitigation is not possible with at-grade 
LRT. 

o Note: The Task Force Report mentions that "Cities such as San Francisco, 
Boston, Seattle, and Sydney have in recent years removed elevated transit 
structures separating their neighborhoods from the urban waterfront." This 
statement is incorrect. San Francisco removed an-earthquake-damaged 
elevated freeway. Boston replaced an elevated freeway with an underground 
facility. Seattle is considering replacing an urban roadway viaduct but has not 
done so yet. If the Sydney reference is to the Cahill Expressway, it has not been 
removed. 

Potential forTOD 

• The conclusion that at-grade LRT offers several major advantages for TOD is not 
supported by current research on the topic. Successful TOD depends on transit access 
and it occurs around locations where pedestrians access transit, namely at stations. 
Successful Transit Oriented Development has occurred around at-grade stations, aerial 
stations, and underground stations. 

At-Grade Traffic Impact 

• The discussion of this topic in the Task Force Reports focuses solely on the impact of 
traffic on at-grade LRT operations while completely ignoring the issue of the impact of at-
grade LRT on the ability of other vehicles to use the street system. The conclusions 
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reached on the impact of traffic on at-grade LRT operations relate to passenger capacity 
of LRT in the Honolulu context, which will be discussed in the next section. 

• At-grade LRT and other street traffic successfully coexist in a variety of locations. In 
some cases they can coexist because the at-grade LRT is located in a long-existing 
right-of-way that was previously occupied (or in some cases is still occupied) by a 
railroad, though it's sometimes necessary to create grade separations where they didn't 
previously exist, as in this example from Charlotte. 

• In other cases at-grade LRT takes away some street capacity but in a location where 
numerous alternative streets are available to accommodate the displaced traffic. 
Phoenix provides a case in point. In Phoenix, the LRT was built at street level, mostly 
within street rights-of-way, through the middle of the city. It runs through a portion of the 
region that is basically a flat plain that supports a nearly uninterrupted street grid system. 
Multiple freeways parallel the LRT alignment. Taking lanes from the street to 
accommodate the LRT was not a trivial matter, but there are plentiful alternatives if 
drivers choose to continue to rely on their cars. San Diego, Denver and Portland are 
examples where portions of the LRT system are in exclusive rights-of-way alongside 
railroads or freeways (and in Portland's case in a 3-mile tunnel) but operate in street in 
the downtown area. Yet each of these downtowns has a grid pattern of parallel and 
perpendicular streets that allow for the taking of a couple of lanes for light rail. 

• Honolulu has neither available railroad rights-of-way that can be used by at-grade LRT 
nor a continuous grid system of parallel streets and highways either at the regional level 
or within downtown. Between Kapalama Stream and Ward Avenue there are only two 
continuous Ewa—Koko Head surface streets, King Street and Nimitz Highway/Ala 
Moana Boulevard, and King Street is squeezed down to four 10-foot lanes within a 54- 
foot building-face-to-building-face corridor through Chinatown. Particularly in the 
constrained urban core of Honolulu removing lanes for use by at-grade LRT would 
impact traffic in ways that would likely be judged not acceptable by many Honolulu 
residents. 
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Passenger Capacity 

• The estimates shown are incorrect, both for "Elevated Rail" and for "At-Grade LRT." 

o The Honolulu rail project is designed with 240-foot station platforms that can 
accommodate trains with 4 60-foot cars. Each car can hold at least 150 
passengers, so a 4-car train can carry 600 passengers. The train control system 
is being designed to accommodate 2-minute headway service, or 30 trains per 
hour. 30 4-car trains in an hour could accommodate at least 18,000 passengers 
per hour per direction. This demand is larger than is forecast to occur in 2030. 
2030 peak hour demand for the Airport alternative is expected to be about 6,600 
passengers per hour per direction. This demand can be accommodated by 
operating 3-minute headway service with a mixture of 2-car and 3-car trains. A 
fleet of vehicles to accommodate this demand is budgeted for purchase as part 
of the project. However, as noted above, nearly three times as many passengers 
per hour can be accommodated at some future date merely by expanding the 
fleet size. 

o As described above, the capacity of a rail line is a function of train length and 
headway. For the Honolulu light metro service, the train length is constrained by 
station platform length and the headway is constrained by the design of the train 
control system. For at-grade LRT, the train length is constrained by the minimum 
block length that the service will run through (not the average block length) and 
the headway is constrained as a function of the traffic signal system. Assuming 
LRT operation along King Street in downtown, the controlling block is between 
Maunakea and Smith, at about 170 feet. A train of 2 80-foot cars can squeeze 
into this block length, carrying about 300 passengers. 95-foot cars, however, 
could not be accommodated. Because of the high number of left turns that are 
made to and from King Street, the signal cycle length on King (and on Beretania) 
is 90 seconds. This constrains the LRT headway to 180 seconds (or 3 minutes), 
one train every other single cycle. So the "ultimate" capacity of at-grade LRT 
service on King Street is about 6,000 passengers per hour per direction, less 
than the 2030 forecast demand. 

o However it is unlikely that the demand for at-grade LRT service along the 
Honolulu High-Capacity Transit Corridor would be as high as for the planned light 
metro service since at-grade LRT would operate much more slowly than the light 
metro. The planned operating speed for the Honolulu service is about 30 mph, 
resulting in an end-to-end trip on the 20-mile line in about 40 minutes. This is an 
average operating speed consistent with many exclusive right-of-way systems 
with similar station spacing. LRT lines, though, typically have slower operating 
speeds. Lines in Portland, Calgary, and Charlotte average about 20 mph. The 
new line in Phoenix has an average operating speed of 17 mph. Assuming a 20 
mph operating speed in Honolulu, an LRT line would take an hour from East 
Kapolei to Ala Moana Center, 20 minutes longer than the planned light metro 
line. 
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